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SIMULATION OF NON-LIPSCHITZ STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL1
EQUATIONS DRIVEN BY α-STABLE NOISE: A METHOD BASED2
ON DETERMINISTIC HOMOGENISATION∗3
GEORG A. GOTTWALD† AND IAN MELBOURNE‡4
Abstract. We devise an explicit method to integrate α-stable stochastic differential equations5
(SDEs) with nonglobally Lipschitz coefficients. To mitigate against numerical instabilities caused6
by unbounded increments of the Lévy noise, we use a deterministic map which has the desired SDE7
as its homogenised limit. Moreover, our method naturally overcomes difficulties in expressing the8
Marcus integral explicitly. We present an example of an SDE with a natural boundary showing9
that our method respects the boundary whereas Euler-Maruyama discretisation fails to do so. As a10
by-product we devise an entirely deterministic method to construct α-stable laws.11
Key words. stable laws; Lévy processes; homogenisation; multi-scale dynamics;12
AMS subject classifications. 60H35, 60G52, 60F17, 37A5013
1. Introduction. Stochastic differential equations (SDEs) are frequently used14
to capture model uncertainty in as diverse areas as finance, engineering, biology and15
physics. The noise driving the SDE is often heuristically introduced based on the16
experience of the modeller. In certain cases, the driving noise is derived by means of17
functional limit theorems, eg. in the context of fast-slow systems or weakly coupled18
systems of distinguished degrees of freedom with an infinite reservoir [27]. Recently,19
SDEs driven by non-Gaussian noise, in particular by Lévy processes which involve20
discontinuous jumps of all sizes, have attracted attention. Anomalous diffusion and21
Lévy flights are found in systems ranging from biology [17, 81, 66, 25, 7], chemistry22
[70, 67], fluid dynamics [74] to climate science [18, 72, 39].23
We consider here SDEs of the form24
dZ = a(Z) dt+ b(Z)  dW,(1)2526
where Z ∈ Rd and W denotes an m-dimensional Lévy process. The diamond denotes27
that stochastic integrals are to be interpreted in the Marcus sense [57]. (We refer28
to [4, p. 272] for a discussion of the Marcus integral.) The drift term a : Rd → Rd29
and diffusion term b : Rd → Rd×m are assumed to be smooth but we are particularly30
interested in situations where they are not globally Lipschitz on Rd. As is standard in31
the literature on numerical analysis of SDEs, we use the word “non-Lipschitz” when32
referring to terms that are smooth but not globally Lipschitz.33
The Marcus interpretation for the stochastic integral in (1) is known to arise nat-34
urally in SDEs driven by Lévy processes, since it is the integral that transforms under35
the usual laws of calculus [4, Theorem 4.4.28]. As such, it plays the same role for Lévy36
processes as the Stratonovich integral for Brownian motion. Accordingly, if an SDE37
driven by a Lévy process is to model a physical system and is therefore derived as a38
rough limit of an inherently smooth underlying microscopic dynamical system, then39
one anticipates that the driving noise should be interpreted in the sense of Marcus.40
Indeed, for deterministic fast-slow systems converging to an SDE driven by a Lévy41
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2 G. A. GOTTWALD AND I. MELBOURNE
process, the Marcus interpretation has been proved to prevail by [12, 29]. (However,42
if more than one time-scale is involved, then the noise may be Marcus, Itô or neither43
[51, 10].)44
45
The numerical simulation of SDEs of the form (1) poses three challenges: (i) the46
Marcus integral, (ii) non-Lipschitz drift and diffusion terms, (iii) nonexplicit nature47
of the densities for the increments of W . These challenges are unrelated and typically48
require separate attention; some are better understood than others. We present here49
a method which naturally addresses all three problems simultaneously. Before we50





b(Z(s))  dW (s) are well-defined but involve cumbersome53
expressions and sums over infinitely many jumps [4, 14, 10]. In particular, the situa-54
tion is quite different from the Itô-Stratonovich correction where one can pass between55
Itô and Stratonovich integrals by modifying the drift term. When numerically ap-56
proximating Marcus integrals, several methods exist to discretise the integral (see57
[5, 35, 22] and references therein). These methods typically use that a symmetric58
Lévy process can be approximated as a sum of a compound Poisson process and a59
Brownian motion [6]. However, for nonsymmetric Lévy processes, Brownian motion60
is not able to capture the skewness of the small jumps, presenting further difficulties61
for the numerical simulation of the corresponding Marcus SDE.62
(ii) A well-known problem arises when numerically simulating SDEs with non-63
Lipschitz drift and diffusion terms. To illustrate why this may present a problem,64
consider the SDE with constant diffusion and non-Lipschitz drift term, dZ = −Z3dt+65
dW where W is Brownian motion. (The nature of the noise is not relevant in the66
following argument, just that the increments are unbounded). Its Euler-Maruyama67
discretisation [58, 62, 46] is given by68
Zn+1 = Zn − Z3n ∆t+
√
∆t∆Wn,6970
with normally distributed increments ∆Wn. Since such increments are unbounded,71
for each fixed time step ∆t there is a non-zero probability that increments are so72
large as to lead to a numerical instability whereby the Zn explode alternating in sign.73
In particular, Euler-Maruyama fails to strongly converge in the mean-square sense74
and also fails to weakly converge to solutions of the SDE [42]. For Brownian motion75
several numerical methods were designed recently to overcome the problem of non-76
Lipschitz drift terms [37, 63, 43, 68, 79, 16, 56, 47, 44] and non-Lipschitz diffusion77
terms [8, 69, 44, 40, 41]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no methods have78
been designed to deal with the presence of non-Lipschitz diffusion terms for SDEs79
driven by α-stable processes.80
81
(iii) The increments of Brownian motion are normally distributed with density82
function given by the well-known Gaussian formula. For the increments of Lévy pro-83
cesses, the densities are not given explicitly in general. Various methods have been84
devised that numerically generate the desired probability densities [9]. Of the three85
issues we have mentioned, this is the only one that could be said to be completely86
resolved, though even here there is the question of combining it with methods dealing87
with issues (i) and (ii).88
89
To bypass the cumbersome direct approximation of the Marcus integral and the90
difficulties associated with nonsymmetric Lévy processes mentioned above, and to91
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avoid the problem of unbounded noise increments, we propose an entirely determinis-92
tic method, based on homogenisation, to integrate SDEs of the form (1). In particular,93
we use that a discrete deterministic fast-slow system reduces in the limit of infinite94
time scale separation to an SDE [29, 45, 13, 12]. In the case of intermittent fast95
dynamics, the resulting SDE is driven by a Lévy process, moreover the noise is of96
Marcus type [29, 12]. We employ statistical limit theorems to design an explicit fast97
intermittent map and an explicit observable of the fast dynamics that yields α-stable98
increments with user-specified values of the driving Lévy process. The jumps of the99
Lévy process are approximated by many small jumps generated by the fast dynam-100
ics. Since the fast dynamics evolves on a compact set, these increments are naturally101
bounded, which mitigates numerical instability caused by the non-Lipschitz terms.102
103
The paper is organised as follows. We review the definitions of α-stable laws104
in Section 2 and provide algorithms to deterministically generate α-stable laws and105
numerical illustrations of its accuracy. Section 3 contains the corresponding material106
for Lévy processes. Section 4 constitutes the main result of our work and introduces107
the numerical method to integrate SDEs driven by a Lévy process using deterministic108
homogenisation. Two examples of scalar SDEs are used to illustrate the method. In109
Example 1, our results are in line with Euler-Maruyama discretisation (with taming).110
However, Example 2 has a natural boundary at Z = 0 which is treated correctly by111
our method but not by the Euler-Maruyama method. The proofs for our methods are112
provided in Section 5. We conclude with a discussion and an outlook in Section 6.113
2. Generating α-stable laws. In this section, we show how to generate stable114
laws deterministically. In Subsection 2.1, we review the definitions. In Subsection 2.2,115
we describe the Thaler map which will be used to generate the fast intermittent dy-116
namics. Our numerical algorithm for generating stable laws is presented in Subsec-117
tion 2.3. Numerical illustrations of its accuracy are given in Subsection 2.4.118
2.1. Definition of stable laws. A random variable X is called a (strictly)119




j=1Xj =d X for all n ≥ 1.122
Stable laws are completely classified, see [23, 4]. If EX2 < ∞, then X is normally123
distributed, X ∼ N(0, σ2) where σ2 = EX2, and we can take bn = n1/2. We are124
interested here in the case EX2 =∞.125
There are various parameters (with various notational conventions). The most126
important is the stability parameter or scaling exponent α ∈ (0, 2]. A suitable choice of127
bn is then given by bn = n
1/α. The case α = 2 corresponds to the normal distribution128
described above, while α = 1 corresponds to the Cauchy distribution which is a special129
case that we do not consider in this paper. We restrict attention to the remaining130
stable laws Xα,η,β whose characteristic function is given by131








where α ∈ (0, 1)∪(1, 2), η > 0 and β ∈ [−1, 1]. Such stable laws satisfy E|Xα,η,β |p <∞133
for p < α and E|Xα,η,β |α = ∞. In the case α ∈ (1, 2) the stable law is centered, i.e.134
EXα,η,β = 0. A stable law is called one-sided (or totally skewed) if β = ±1 and135
symmetric if β = 0.136
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Fig. 1: Thaler map for γ = 0.625 showing the two branches with domains [0, x?] and
[x?, 1] where x? ≈ 0.577.
Remark 2.1. It follows from the definitions that Xα,cη,β = cXα,η,β for c > 0 and137
Xα,η,−β = −Xα,η,β .138
2.2. The Thaler map. In this section, we show how to generate all stable laws139
of the type Xα,η,β with α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, 2), η > 0, β ∈ [−1, 1], using a deterministic140
dynamical system. In particular we shall use observables of maps introduced in the141
study of intermittency by Pomeau & Manneville [65]. Particularly convenient for our142











Here, γ ∈ [0, 1)∪ (1,∞) is a real parameter. Let x? ∈ (0, 1) be the unique solution to146
the equation147
x?1−γ + (1 + x?)1−γ = 2.(3)148149
There are two branches defined on the intervals [0, x?], [x?, 1]. See Figure 1 for a150
depiction of the Thaler map.151
Remark 2.2. A useful alternative expression for the Thaler map is152
Tx = (x1−γ + (1 + x)1−γ − 1)1/(1−γ) mod 1.153
From this it is clear that T has two increasing full branches and that x? is given by154
the formula mentioned above.155
Unlike other intermittent maps such as the map x 7→ x+x2 mod 1 considered by156
Manneville [55] or the Liverani-Saussol-Vaienti map [53], the Thaler map allows for157
analytic expressions, both for the map and the invariant density. In particular, for158
each γ ∈ [0, 1) there exists a unique invariant probability density h̃ = 1− γ
21−γ
h where159
h(x) = x−γ + (x+ 1)−γ .(4)160161
For γ > 1, the density h is still well-defined and invariant, but it is nonintegrable so162
the corresponding invariant measure is infinite. For γ = 0, the Thaler map reduces163
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Fig. 2: Time series xn for the Thaler map with γ = 0.625 corresponding to α = 1.6.
to the uniformly expanding doubling map Tx = 2x mod 1 with h ≡ 1 corresponding164
to Lebesgue measure on the unit interval; here correlations decay exponentially. For165
γ ∈ (0, 1), the Thaler map is nonuniformly expanding with a neutral fixed point at166
x = 0 and correlations decay algebraically with rate n−(γ
−1−1) [38, 83]. The rate167
n−(γ
−1−1) is sharp by [32, 71]. This slow down in the decay of correlation as γ168
increases is caused by the trajectory spending prolonged times near the neutral fixed169
point x = 0. Figure 2 shows a trajectory for γ = 0.625 where one clearly sees the170
laminar dynamics near x = 0.171
The above discussion shows that correlations are summable if and only if γ < 12 ,172
leading to the following central limit theorem (CLT). Let v : [0, 1] → R be a Hölder173
observable and suppose that v has mean zero with respect to the invariant probability174
measure µ given by dµ = h̃ dx. Define the Birkhoff sum vn =
∑n−1
j=0 v ◦ T j and the175







v v ◦ Tn dµ. Regarding n−1/2vn as a family of random variables on the177
probability space ([0, 1], µ) (where the randomness exists solely in the initial condition178
x0 ∈ [0, 1] used to compute n−1/2vn) it follows from Liverani [52] that the CLT holds:179
n−1/2vn →d N(0, σ2).180
For γ ≥ 12 , correlations are not summable and the CLT breaks down for observ-181
ables with v(0) 6= 0 that “see” the neutral fixed point at x = 0. Heuristically the182
reason for this is that the Birkhoff sum vn experiences ballistic behaviour with almost183
linear behaviour in the laminar region near x = 0 and the small jumps of size v(0)184
accumulate into a single large jump incompatible with the CLT. Indeed, Gouezel [31]185
(see also [84]) proved that for γ ∈ ( 12 , 1), the CLT is replaced by a one-sided stable186
limit law n−γvn →d Xα,η,β with α = γ−1 and β = sgn v(0).187
For γ ≥ 1, the density h is not integrable and the Birkhoff sums vn (normalised)188
do not converge in distribution to a stable law. However, the method in [33] reduces189







which is finite for all γ ∈ [0, 1)∪(1,∞). Hence we can define191
a probability measure µY on Y with density
1− γ
21−γ − 1
h|Y . For the induced system192
on the probability space (Y, µY ), convergence to stable laws was studied by [2] and193
holds in the full range γ ∈ ( 12 , 1) ∪ (1,∞).194
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To prove convergence to stable laws in this section and to Lévy processes in195
Section 3, we use the induced system on Y , and hence are able to deterministically196
generate α-stable random variables and processes for α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, 2). However, for197
our main application to SDEs in Section 4, we have to work with the full system on198
[0, 1] and hence our results there are restricted to α ∈ (1, 2).199
The aim in this section is to specify appropriate observables v of the Thaler map200
leading to stable laws as limits in distribution.201
2.3. Numerical algorithm for generating stable laws. We begin by de-202
scribing how to generate one-sided stable laws, i.e. those with β = ±1 where all203
jumps are in the same direction (positive or negative).204
Fix α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, 2) and consider the Thaler map (2) with γ = α−1, Define the205
set Y = (x?, 1] where x? is as given in (3). Starting with a randomly chosen initial206
condition y0 ∈ Y (random with respect to the invariant density h in (4) restricted to207
Y ), we compute the iterates T k of the map T noting the return times to Y . More208
precisely, let τ0 ≥ 1 be least such that T τ0y0 ∈ Y . Then let τ1 ≥ 1 be least such that209
T τ0+τ1y0 ∈ Y . Inductively, once τ0, . . . , τj−1 are defined, we let τj ≥ 1 be least such210
that T τ0+···+τjy0 ∈ Y . Note that τ0, τ1, . . . is a sequence of random variables where211







0 α ∈ (0, 1)









Theorem 2.3. Fix α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, 2). Then219
n−γd−γα (
∑n−1




y0 ∈ Y : n−γd−γα (
∑n−1
j=0 τj(y0)− n`α) ≤ c
}
→ P(Xα,1,1 ≤ c) as n→∞222
for all c ∈ R.223
Remark 2.4. By Remark 2.1, we can use Theorem 2.3 to generate all one-sided224
α-stable laws Xα,η,±1 = ±ηXα,1,1.225
We now extend to the case of general (two-sided) stable laws Xα,η,β with α ∈226
(0, 1) ∪ (1, 2), η > 0, β ∈ [−1, 1]. Again, we can suppose without loss that η = 1.227
Let τj , j ≥ 1, be the sequence of random variables defined in above. Also, define228
the random variable δ with P(δ = ±1) = 12 (1± β) and let δj , j ≥ 0, be a sequence of229
independent copies of δ.230
Theorem 2.5. Fix α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, 2), β ∈ [−1, 1]. Then231
n−γd−γα (
∑n−1
j=0 δjτj − nβ`α)→d Xα,1,β as n→∞.232
Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 are proved in Section 5.233
This manuscript is for review purposes only.

























Fig. 3: Probability density functions for α-stable laws Xα,η,β with α = 1.6, η = 0.5
and (left): β = 0, (middle): β = 1 and (right): β = −0.4. The blue curve (open
circles) uses the function stblpdf from the software package STABLE [64]; the red
continuous line shows the splined empirical histogram of the deterministic induced
dynamics.
2.4. Numerical results for stable laws. We now illustrate that the algorithms234
described in Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 are able to reliably construct α-stable laws. The235
Thaler map T is iterated for as many times as it takes to produce associated return236
times τ0, . . . , τn−1 for some specified n. This data is then fed into Theorems 2.3 and237
2.5. Note that the required number of iterates of T is τ0 + · · ·+ τn−1 and depends on238
the initial condition y0 ∈ Y , which is chosen randomly using the invariant density h239
given by (4), restricted to Y .240
In Figure 3, we compare the results of our deterministic algorithm for approximat-241
ing the probability density for α-stable laws Xα,η,β with the known result obtained242
by a direct numerical routine (we used the function stblpdf from the software pack-243
age STABLE [64] which evaluates an integral expression for the probability density244
function). We take α = 1.6, η = 0.5 and β = 0, β = 1 and β = −0.4. The two245
methods agree very well. The deterministically generated stable law was estimated246
from 50, 000 realisations (i.e. different initial conditions y0) and we took n = 10, 000.247
To achieve data τ0, . . . , τn−1 with the desired length n = 10, 000, the Thaler map was248
iterated for an average of 40, 000 times. The largest number of iterations needed for249
the realisations used here was more than 200, 000.250
Next we consider an example with α < 1. Figure 4 shows the probability density251
for α-stable laws with α = 0.8, η = 0.5 and β = 0, β = 1 and β = −0.4. We used here252
50, 000 realisations of data τ0, . . . , τn−1 of length n = 10, 000 for β = 0 and β = −0.4253
and n = 50, 000 for β = 1. Due to the higher probability to experience large jumps254
for α = 0.8 compared to α = 1.6, the number of iterations of the Thaler map needed255
to generate an induced time series of length n is much larger. Here the Thaler map256
was iterated for an average of 2× 106 times for β = 0 and β = −0.4 and for 107 times257
for β = 1. The largest number of iterations needed for the realisations used here was258
more than 140× 106 for β = 0 and β = −0.4 and 230× 106 for β = 1.259
Remark 2.6. We expect that rigorous error rates can be obtained in Theorem 2.3260
and 2.5 and that these rates will be poorest as α approaches 1 and 2 from below.261
Indeed, it is well-known even for sums of i.i.d. random variables that convergence262
rates to an α-stable law are slow for α ∈ (1, 2) close to 2 and α ∈ (0, 1) close to 1.263
Indicative upper bounds on rates of convergence (ignoring logarithmic factors) for the264
distribution functions [15, 36] are O(n−(2α
−1−1)) for α ∈ (1, 2) and O(n−(α−1−1)) +265
O(n−1) for α ∈ (0, 1) with improvements for α < 1 if β = 0. Similar estimates for266
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Fig. 4: Probability density functions for α-stable laws Xα,η,β with α = 0.8, η = 0.5
and (left): β = 0, (middle): β = 1 and (right): β = −0.4. The blue curve (open
circles) uses the function stblpdf from the software package STABLE [64]; the red
continuous line shows the splined empirical histogram of the deterministic induced
dynamics.
α ∈ (0, 1) in a deterministic setting that is almost the same as the one here can267
be found in [75]. Further work would be required to estimate the implied “big O”268
constant. We do not address these issues further here.269
3. Generating α-stable Lévy processes. Given an α-stable law Xα,η,β , we270
define the corresponding α-stable Lévy process to be the càdlàg process Wα,η,β ∈271
D[0,∞) with independent stationary increments such that Wα,η,β(t) =d t1/αXα,η,β .272
The next result shows how to generate α-stable Lévy processes Wα,η,β with α ∈273
(0, 1) ∪ (1, 2), η > 0, β ∈ [−1, 1]. For the proof, see Section 5.274




j=0 δjτj − ntβ`α), t ≥ 0.276
Then Wn converges weakly to Wα,1,β in D[0,∞) as n→∞.277
By Remark 2.1 we can obtain all processes Wα,η,β = ηWα,1,β in this way.278
In particular, taking δj ≡ ±1, we obtain processes Wα,1,±1 corresponding to the279
one-sided stable laws in Theorem 2.3.280
As in Section 2.3, weak convergence is understood with respect to the probability µY .281
Convergence holds in the standard Skorohod J1 topology on D[0,∞) [73].282
Figure 5 shows sample trajectories of Lévy processes for α = 1.6, η = 0.5 and283
various values of β using the induced deterministic dynamics.284
4. Numerical integration of SDEs using homogenisation. In this section285
we show how to simulate Marcus SDEs of the form (1) with non-Lipschitz drift and286
diffusion terms driven by multiplicative Lévy noise.287
The case of “exact” multiplicative noise where m = d and b = (Dg)−1 for some288
suitable function g : Rd → Rd was studied in [29]. In this case, the change of289
coordinates Z̃ = g(Z) leads to an SDE in terms of Z̃ with constant diffusion term. In290
principle, Z̃ can now be computed by existing methods [37, 63, 43, 68, 79, 16, 56, 47,291
44] and then Z is recovered via the formula Z = g−1(Z̃).292
For d ≥ 2, exactness is a very restrictive condition. Even for d = 1, the method293
above is not useful when b vanishes as in the examples below. Hence our aim is to294
devise a numerical method that does not rely on exactness.295
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Fig. 5: Sample paths of Lévy processes Wα,η,β with α = 1.6, η = 0.5 and (left): β = 0,
(middle): β = 1 and (right): β = −0.4.
Our method in this section uses the full Thaler map T : [0, 1] → [0, 1] for which296
the density h in (4) defines a finite measure only for γ < 1. Theorem 4.1 below does297
not hold in the infinite measure setting and hence fails for γ > 1. Hence in this298
section we restrict to the range α ∈ (1, 2). (In contrast, our methods in Sections 2299
and 3 involve returns to the set Y = [x∗, 1] on which h restricts to a finite measure300
for all γ ∈ [0, 1) ∪ (1,∞).)301
Throughout this section we work with the invariant probability measure µ corre-302




(x−γ + (x+ 1)−γ).304
4.1. Numerical algorithm for solving SDEs. In this paper, we focus on305
solving SDEs of the type (1) in the scalar case d = m = 1. The theoretical basis [12]306
behind the method applies in general dimensions. However, in practice one would307
need to consider Thaler-type maps with multiple fixed points and to construct higher-308
dimensional processesWn ∈ D([0,∞),Rm) converging to the appropriate driving Lévy309
process as in Section 3. Since these preliminary steps have been carried out so far310
only in the scalar case, we restrict to that case here.311
Consider the SDE (1) with d = m = 1 and W = Wα,η,β where α ∈ (1, 2), η > 0,312
β ∈ [−1, 1]. Let T be the Thaler map (2) with γ = α−1. We define a sequence of313
observables314
v(n) = χ(n) v ◦ Tn,315316
where v : [0, 1]→ R is the mean zero observable given by317
v(x) = ηd−γα (1− 2γ−1)−γ ṽ(x), ṽ(x) =
{
1 x ≤ x?
(1− 21−γ)−1 x > x?
,318
and319
χ(n) = χn−1 · · ·χ0 ∈ {±1}, χj =
{




Here, dα is as in (5) and δ0, δ1, . . . are independent copies of the random variable δ321
where P(δ = ±1) = 12 (1 ± β) as in Section 2.3. (In particular, the random variable322
χ(n) gets updated only when the trajectory visits Y and is unchanged during the323
laminar phase in [0, x∗]).324
We can now state our main result (see Section 5 for the proof).325
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Theorem 4.1. Let a : R → R be C1+δ and b : R → R be Cα+δ for some δ > 0.326












where v(n) : [0, 1]→ R is as defined above, and set ẑε(t) = z(ε)btε−1c. Then ẑε converges330
weakly to Z in D[0,∞) on the probability space ([0, 1], µ) as ε → 0 where Z is the331
solution to the Marcus SDE (1) with Z(0) = ξ.332
Remark 4.2. We refer to equation (8) as a fast-slow map. Indeed, in the case333












converge weakly to solutions of the SDE (1) on the slow time scale, i.e. the rescaled338
process ẑε(t) = z
(ε)
btε−1c has the property that ẑε →w Z as ε → 0. In the general case339
β ∈ [−1, 1], there is a similar but more complicated interpretation that is used in the340
proof of Theorem 4.1 in Section 5.3.341
Remark 4.3. Because we are working with the uninduced dynamics, convergence342
in the standard Skorokhod J1 topology (used in Theorem 3.1) no longer holds. In343
certain situations it follows from [30, 61] that convergence holds in the SkorkhodM1344
topology [73, 82]. However, in the generality of Theorem 4.1, convergence in the M1345
topology also fails and the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Section 5.3 uses a weaker and more346
complicated topology introduced by [11]. This topology is too technical to define here347
and we refer to [12] for a full description. Here, we note simply that the topology is348
sufficiently strong to guarantee convergence in the sense of joint distributions. That349
is, (ẑε(t1), . . . , ẑε(tk)) converges in distribution to (Z(t1), . . . , Z(tk)) in Rk as ε → 0350
for all t1, . . . , tk ∈ [0, 1], k ≥ 1.351
Remark 4.4. By results of [21, 85] (see in particular [13, Example 1.1]), the initial352
conditions x0 ∈ [0, 1] can be equally well (from the theoretical point of view of The-353
orem 4.1) chosen using the invariant probability measure µ or the uniform Lebesgue354
measure. We have checked numerically in the case a ≡ 0, b ≡ 1 (corresponding to355
generation of a Lévy process Z = Wα,β,η) that convergence of the probability density356
at t = 1 is faster if the initial conditions are drawn using µ.357
Hence throughout this section, when applying the fast-slow map (8), we work with358
initial conditions x0 drawn using the invariant probability measure µ. The explicit359
formula for the density h̃ in (7) is less helpful here due to the singular behaviour360
near x = 0. To circumvent this, we propagate uniformly distributed initial conditions361
x′0 ∈ [0, 1] under 10, 000 iterations of the Thaler map and then work with the initial362
conditions x0 = T
10,000x′0.363
4.2. Numerical results for solving SDEs. To illustrate our method, we con-364
sider the dynamics of a particle in a double-well potential V driven by a Lévy process365
dZ = −∇V (Z) dt+ b(Z)  dWα,η,β(9)366367
with drift term a = −∇V . We consider two specific examples with non-Lipschitz368
drift and diffusion terms. In the first example, our approach is in good agreement369
with conventional methods. The second example possesses a natural boundary which370
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seems better treated by the deterministic method presented in this paper.371
372
Example 1: Consider the SDE (9) with potential and diffusion terms373
V (Z) = A[(Z − a0)2/b20 − 1]2 and b(Z) = s
√
1− (Z/B)2.374
This example was considered in [50] where the stochastic forcing was a compound375
Poisson process. Note that both the drift and diffusion terms are non-Lipschitz. We376
use the parameters A = 20, a0 = 400, b0 = 2, B = 500 from [50], and take s = 10 for377
the strength of the diffusion. We take α = 1.5, η = 0.5, β = 0 for the driving Lévy378
process Wα,η,β .379
Theorem 4.1 implies in particular convergence in distribution of ẑε(t) to the380
stochastic process Z(t) at fixed t. We test this numerically by generating the prob-381
ability density function of Z(1) via (i) existing methods based on Euler-Maruyama382
discretisation and (ii) our theorem. The results are shown in Figure 6.383
384
First we describe method (i). The non-Lipschitz diffusive term b can be removed385
by the change of coordinates Z̃ = g(Z) = B arcsin ZB . The transformed SDE is386
dZ̃ = ã(Z̃) dt+ s dWα,η,β ,(10)387388




| cos Z̃B |




now has a singularity at Z̃ = ±π2B corresponding to Z = ±B. For the parameter391
values above, it turns out that the singularity lies outside the range where the prob-392
ability density function is significantly different from zero and is relatively harmless.393
The transformed SDE (10) for Z̃ can now be solved with an Euler-Maruyama type394
scheme with time step ∆t. To account for the non-Lipschitz drift term ã, we apply395
the taming method [43, 68], and discretise according to396




where ∆Wα,η,β =d (∆t)
γXα,η,β . The α-stable random variables Xα,η,β = Wα,η,β(1)398
are drawn using standard routines such as stblrnd in Matlab [59] based on the method399
devised in [9]. Finally, we transform back to recover the solution Z = g−1(Z̃) =400
B sin Z̃B to the original SDE (9). In Figure 6, we applied the Euler-Maruyama method401
with time step ∆t = 0.0001 averaged over 500, 000 realisations of the driving Lévy402
noise, starting from an initial condition Z(0) = ξ = 410.403
Method (ii) consists of applying Theorem 4.1 directly to the non-transformed404
SDE. Figure 6 shows the empirical distribution of ẑε(1) averaged again over 500, 000405
realisations x0 = T
10,000x′0 (as explained in Remark 4.4) for various values of ε with406
initial condition Z(0) = z
(ε)
0 = ξ = 410. The convergence of the probability density407
function obtained by iterating the fast-slow map (8) and Theorem 4.1 is clearly seen.408
For our method 1/ε = 8, 192 steps were used for the smallest value of ε = 0.1× 2−13409
and for the Euler-Maruyama a total of 1/∆t = 10, 000 were used.410
411
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Example 2: Consider now the SDE (9) with potential and diffusion terms412
V (Z) = 14Z
4 − 12Z
2 and b(Z) = −Z2.413
We take α = 1.5, η = 0.5, β = 0.5 for the driving Lévy process Wα,η,β . There is414
a natural boundary at Z = 0: for Z(0) > 0 the stochastic process remains strictly415
positive for all times with probability 1. This is readily seen by writing the SDE as416
dZ = Zg1(Z) dt + Zg2(Z)  dW where g1(Z) = 1 − Z2 and g2(Z) = −Z. Since the417







g2(Z(s))dW (s)}. Hence the sign of the initial condition419
is preserved.420
Again, we compare the two methods (i) Euler-Maruyama and (ii) Theorem 4.1.421
As shown below, Euler-Maruyama fails to deal adequately with the natural boundary422
at Z = 0, whereas Theorem 4.1 respects this boundary.423
424
To apply Euler-Maruyama, we again start by removing the non-Lipschitz diffusion425
term via the change of coordinates Z̃ = g(Z) = Z−1. The transformed SDE is426
dZ̃ = (Z̃−1 − Z̃) dt+ dWα,η,β .(11)427428
When discretising the transformed SDE (11) using an Euler-Maruyama scheme, how-429
ever, large increments ∆Wα,β,η lead to spurious crossings of the natural boundary430
at Z = 0. This does not occur for our deterministic method applying Theorem 4.1431
directly to the non-transformed SDE. We show in Figure 7 the probability density432
function of Z(2) obtained by considering the empirical distribution of ẑε(2) for sev-433
eral values of ε. We compute the latter by averaging over 500, 000 realisations for434
various values of ε with initial condition Z(0) = z
(ε)
0 = ξ = 0.2341. The correspond-435
ing probability density function for an Euler-Maruyama discretisation with time step436
∆t = 0.0001 is shown as well. Whereas the empirical density obtained from the fast-437
slow map converges to a unimodal probability density function, the probability density438
function obtained from the Euler-Maruyama discretisation exhibits significant leakage439
into the region Z < 0. We remark that one may use positivity-preserving schemes to440
mitigate against this leakage (see for example [49]). However, our approach does not441
require knowing in advance the existence or location of a natural boundary and such442
information might not be readily available. For our method 2/ε = 327, 680 steps were443
used for the smallest value of ε = 0.1 × 2−14 and for the Euler-Maruyama a total of444
2/∆t = 20, 000 were used.445
446
We end with a few comments on numerical issues when iterating the fast-slow447
map (8). The smallness of ε requires long simulations as the convergence is on the448
slow time scale n = bε−1tc. As a result, the fast dynamics may get trapped on a449
spurious periodic orbit, caused by the discreteness of floating numbers. This is a450
well-known phenomenon when numerically simulating chaotic systems [34]. To avoid451
this, we occasionally add a normally distributed random number with mean zero452
and variance 10−20 (computed mod1). This perturbation is added each time the fast453
orbit xn enters the hyperbolic region [x
∗, 1] and has undergone at least 104 iterations454
after the previous perturbation – this ensures that the superdiffusive statistics are not455
altered by the addition of the small perturbation.456
4.3. Numerical results on the stationary density and the auto-correlation457
function. Moving beyond the theoretical justification provided by Theorem 4.1, in458
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Fig. 6: Probability density function for the solution to the SDE in Example 1 at fixed
time t = 1. Results for the fast-slow map (8) are shown for several values of ε and
are compared with Euler-Maruyama discretisation.







Fig. 7: Probability density function for the solution to the SDE in Example 2 at fixed
time t = 2. Results for the fast-slow map (8) are shown for several values of ε and
are compared with Euler-Maruyama discretisation. The inset shows a zoom near the
natural boundary at Z = 0 for the probability density function obtained from the
fast-slow map (8).
this subsection we show that our method is furthermore able to provide a good ap-459
proximation for the stationary density as estimated from large t simulations as well460
as capturing temporal statistics.461
Figure 8 shows the stationary density for the SDE in Example 1. Again we com-462
pare (i) Euler-Maruyama discretisation and (ii) Theorem 4.1. For Euler-Maruyama,463
we take ∆t = 0.001 and generate a time series which is sampled every 2 time units for464
a total of t = 2×106 time units. The results from the deterministic fast-slow map (8)465
are shown to converge as ε decreases although there are spurious narrow peaks to the466
left and right of the large peaks associated with the minima of the potential V . The467
spurious peaks decrease in size and move further away from the relevant part of the468
stationary measure as ε decreases. They are caused by unstable fixed points z? of the469
fast-slow map (8) which converge to Z = ±B as ε→ 0.470
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Fig. 8: Stationary density for the SDE in Example 1. Results for the fast-slow map
(8) are shown for several values of ε and are compared with Euler-Maruyama discreti-
sation.

















Fig. 9: Stationary density for the SDE in Example 2. Results for the fast-slow map
(8) are shown for several values of ε. Left: Relevant range. Right: Close-up of the
spurious peaks for the stationary density computed using (8).
471
Figure 9 shows the stationary density in Example 2 obtained from using the fast-472
slow map (8) for large t for several values of ε. The plots were generated to reach473
to times t = 5 × 107 time units, sampled every 100ε−1 steps. We show the relevant474
part of the stationary density as well as the tails at 0 and ∞. We again observe475
spurious narrow peaks in the tails caused by the fixed points of the slow map with476
v ≡ ±ηd−γα (1− 2γ−1)−γ which are the values of v on [0, x∗) where the fast dynamics477
spends most of its time. These fixed points are given by478
z? = 0, z? = −p±
√
p2 + 1479
with p = ± 12ε
γ−1d−γa (1−2γ−1)−γ . Hence z? → 0, ±∞ as ε→ 0. We remark that the480
Euler-Maruyama discretisation leads to a bimodal stationary density, rather than to481
a unimodal stationary density with support (0,∞).482
483
Moreover, our method is able to resolve temporal statistics of the underlying SDE.484
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Fig. 10: Auto-correlation function C(t) of solutions Z for the SDE in Example 1
estimated from the fast-slow map (8) for several values of ε, and from a direct dis-
cretisation using the Euler-Maruyama method as a reference.






(Z(t+ s)− Z̄)(Z(s)− Z̄) ds486
of solutions Z to the SDE in Example 1 using the fast-slow map (8) for various487
values of ε. It is seen that the auto-correlation function converges to the reference488
auto-correlation function estimated from the time series obtained using the Euler-489
Maruyama method. The auto-correlation function is estimated using the same data490
used to obtain Figure 8. We remark that whereas a time step of ∆t = 0.001 was suf-491
ficient to obtain the stationary density shown in Figure 8 using the Euler-Maruyama492
discretisation, the estimation of the auto-correlation function requires a smaller time493
step of ∆t = 0.0001, making Euler-Maruyama schemes more costly if resolving tem-494
poral statistics is required.495
496
5. Proof of convergence of the algorithms. In this section we prove Theo-497
rems 2.3, 2.5, 3.1 and 4.1.498
5.1. Background on Gibbs-Markov maps. We begin by defining the notion499
of Gibbs-Markov map following [1, 2, 3]. Suppose that (Y, µY ) is a probability space500
with an at most countable measurable partition {Yj , j ≥ 1} and let F : Y → Y be a501
measure-preserving transformation. We say that F is full-branch if F |Yj : Yj → Y is502
a measurable bijection for each j ≥ 1.503
For y, y′ ∈ Y , define the separation time s(y, y′) to be the least integer n ≥ 0 such504
that Fny and Fny′ lie in distinct partition elements in {Yj}. It is assumed that the505
partition {Yj} separates trajectories, so s(y, y′) =∞ if and only if y = y′.506
Definition 5.1. A full-branch measure-preserving transformation map F : Y →507
Y is called a Gibbs-Markov map if it satisfies the following bounded distortion con-508
dition: There exist constants C > 0, θ ∈ (0, 1) such that the potential function509
p = log dµYdµY ◦F : Y → R satisfies510
|p(y)− p(y′)| ≤ Cθs(y,y
′)
511
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for all y, y′ ∈ Yj , j ≥ 1.512
An observable V : Y → R is locally constant if V is constant on partition elements.513
Theorem 5.2 (Aaronson & Denker). Let F : Y → Y be a Gibbs-Markov map514
with probability measure µY and let V : Y → R be a locally constant observable.515
Suppose that516
µY (V > x) = (c1 + o(1))x
−α, µY (V < −x) = (c2 + o(1))x−α as x→∞,517





V ◦ F j − an
)
→d Xα,η,β as n→∞520









with gα as in (6), and an =
{




V dµY α ∈ (1, 2)
.523
Proof. This is a special case of [2].524
Remark 5.3. The constraints on V in Theorem 5.2 guarantee that V lies in the525
domain of the stable law Xα,η,β . That is, if Z1, Z2, . . . are i.i.d. copies of V , then526
n−1/α
(∑n
j=1 Zj − an
)
→d Xα,η,β as n → ∞. Theorem 5.2 guarantees that this527
remains true even though the increments V ◦ F j are not independent in general.528
Theorem 5.4 (Tyran-Kamińska). Assume the set up of Theorem 5.2 and define529
the sequence of càdlàg processes Wn(t) = n
−1/α(
∑[nt]−1
j=0 V ◦F j−ant) on the probability530
space (Y, µY ). Then Wn →w Wα,η,β in the Skorokhod J1-topology on D[0,∞) as531
n→∞.532
Proof. This is a special case of [80].533
5.2. Induced Thaler maps. Let T : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] be a Thaler map as defined534
in (2) with parameter γ ∈ (0, 1)∪ (1,∞). For each γ, there is a unique (up to scaling)535
σ-finite absolutely continuous invariant measure µ with density h as in (4), and µ is536
finite if and only if γ < 1.537
Let Y = (x?, 1]. We consider the first return time τ : Y → Z+ and the first return538
map F = T τ : Y → Y ,539
τ(y) = inf{n ≥ 1 : Tny ∈ Y }, Fy = T τ(y)y.540
(For γ < 1, it follows from the Poincaré recurrence theorem that τ and F are defined541
a.e. In fact, by [77] the map T is conservative for all γ, so τ and F are defined a.e.542
even for γ > 1.) We refer to F as the induced Thaler map. The probability measure543
µY = µ|Y /µ(Y ) is F -invariant and ergodic.544
Proposition 5.5. For each γ ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1,∞), we have µY (τ > n) ∼ eαn−α as545
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Proof. Step 1: Let xn be the decreasing sequence in (0, x
?], such that Txn+1 =547
xn, n ≥ 1. Note that Tx = x(1 + xγ + O(x2γ)) on [0, x?]. Let φ : [0, 1] → [0, x?] be548
the inverse of this branch and write549
φ(x) = x(1− xγψ(x)), ψ(x) = 1 +O(xγ).550
Then551
φ(x) = [x−γ(1− xγψ(x))−γ ]−1/γ = [x−γ + γψ̂(x)]−1/γ ,552553














j=0 ψ̂(xj) = n+o(n) as n→∞.556
Hence557
xn = φ
n1 = [1 + γn+ o(n)]−1/γ ∼ (γn)−1/γ = ααn−α.558
Step 2: Now let yn ∈ (x?, 1] with Tyn = xn. Let T2 = T |Y be the second branch559
and note that T2 maps the interval [x
?, yn] onto [0, xn]. By the mean value theorem560
xn − 0 = T ′2(y)(yn − x?),561
for some y ∈ [x?, yn]. Moreover |T ′2(y) − T ′2(x?)| ≤ |T ′′2 |∞(y − x?)  yn − x? → 0 as562
n→∞. Hence T ′2(y) ∼ T ′2(x?). Combining these calculations with step 1, we have563
yn − x? ∼ (T ′(x?))−1xn ∼ (T ′(x?))−1ααn−α.564
Now,565
T ′(x?) = (x?1−γ + (1 + x?)1−γ − 1)γ/(1−γ){x?−γ + (1 + x?)−γ}566
= {x?−γ + (1 + x?)−γ} = h(x∗).567568
Hence yn − x? ∼ ααh(x∗)−1n−α.569
Step 3: We use the formula for the density in (4). Observe that570










Since h is C1, we obtain that
∫ yn
x?
(h(y) − h(x?)) dy = O((yn − x?)2). Hence µY (τ >574
n) ∼ µ(Y )−1(yn − x?)h(x?). By Step 2, µY (τ > n) ∼ ααµ(Y )−1n−α. It follows575
from (3) and (4) that µ(Y ) = 2
1−γ−1
1−γ . Hence µY (τ > n) ∼ eαn
−α where eα =576
αα 1−γ21−γ−1 . By (5), eα = dαg
−1
α .577





τ dµY = (1− 2γ−1)−1 for γ < 1.580
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Proof. Recall that µ([0, 1]) < ∞ for γ < 1. Define the probability measure581














Proof of Theorem 2.3 Let F : Y → Y be the induced Thaler map as in Sub-586
section 5.2 with parameter γ = α−1. Then F is full-branch relative to the partition587
Yj = {τ = j} of Y . Moreover, F has bounded distortion [76, 78] and hence is a588
Gibbs-Markov map as defined in Subsection 5.1. Note that τj in the statement of the589
theorem is precisely τ ◦ F j .590
Define V : Y → R, V = d−γα τ . Then V is locally constant and V ≥ 0. By591
Proposition 5.5,592
(12) µY (V > x) = µY (τ > d
γ
αx) ∼ eα(dγαx)−α = g−1α x−α593
as x→∞. Hence we have verified the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 with c1 = g−1α and594









V ◦ F j − an
)
→d Xα,1,1 as n→∞.596
It remains to evaluate an as defined in Theorem 5.2. When α < 1, we have597









τ dµY = nd
−γ
α (1− 2γ−1)−1599
by Proposition 5.6. Hence dγαan = n`α completing the proof.600
Proof of Theorems 2.5 and 3.1 Let Σ = {±1}N denote the space of sequences601
ω = (ω0, ω1, ω2, . . .) with entries ωj ∈ {±1}. Let σ : Σ→ Σ denote the one-sided shift602
σ(ω) = (ω1, ω2, ω3, . . .). Let P denote the Bernoulli probability measure on Σ with603
P(ω0 = ±1) = 12 (1± β).604
Now let F : Y → Y be the induced Thaler map as in Subsection 5.2 with param-605
eter γ = α−1. Define Ỹ = Y × Σ and F̃ : Ỹ → Ỹ ,606
F̃ (y, ω) = (Fy, σω).607
The product measure µ̃ = µY ×P is an ergodic F̃ -invariant probability measure on Ỹ .608
Define the partition {Ỹ +j , Ỹ
−
j , j ≥ 1} of Ỹ , where Ỹ
±
j = {(y, ω) : y ∈ Yj , ω0 = ±1}.609
Again F̃ is full-branch with bounded distortion [76, 78] and hence is a Gibbs-Markov610
map as defined in Subsection 5.1.611
Define the locally constant observable612












= P(ω0 = 1)µY (τ > dγαx).615
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Hence by (12),616




µ̃(V < −x) ∼ c2x−α, c2 = 12 (1− β)g
−1
α ,619
as x→∞ and we obtain620















V ◦ F̃ j − an
)
→d Xα,1,β as n→∞.623




V dµ̃ = nd−γα β
∫
Y




by Proposition 5.6. Hence dγαan = nβ`α completing the proof of Theorem 2.5.627
Theorem 3.1 is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.4.628
Proof of Theorem 4.1 We verify the hypotheses of [12, Theorem 2.6]. The begin-629
ning of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5. Define the induced observable630





V (y,±1) = ±ηd−γα (1− 2γ−1)−γ
(
(1− 21−γ)−1 + (τ − 1)
)
633
= ±ηd−γα (1− 2γ−1)−γ
(
τ − (1− 2γ−1)−1
)
.634635
This differs from the observable V in the proof of Theorem 2.5 in that V is al-636
ready centred and there is an extra factor of η(1− 2γ−1)−γ . Hence by Theorem 5.2,637
n−γ
∑n−1
j=0 V ◦ F̃ j →d η(1 − 2γ−1)−γXα,1,β . By Remark 2.1, n−γ
∑n−1
j=0 V ◦ F̃ j →d638
(1− 2γ−1)−γXα,η,β .639
Next, define the induced process W̃n(t) = n
−γ∑bntc−1
j=0 V ◦ F̃ j . It is immediate640
from Theorem 5.4 that W̃n →w (1 − 2γ−1)−γWα,η,β in D[0,∞) in the J1 topology641
(and hence in the M1 topology).642
We now apply [61, Theorem 2.2] with B(n) = n−γ . The technical assump-643
tion (2.2) in [61] holds for all intermittent maps, including Thaler maps, by the ar-644
gument in [61, Section 4]. It follows from [61, Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.3] and the645




−γ(1− 2γ−1)−γWα,η,β in D[0,∞)646
in the M1 topology. By Proposition 5.6, Wn →w Wα,η,β . This is the first hypothesis647
of [12, Theorem 2.6].648
The remaining hypothesis of [12, Theorem 2.6] concerns tightness in p-variation.649
Recall that F̃ is Gibbs-Markov and the return time τ ≥ 1 satisfies µY (τ > n) ∼650
const. n−α. In particular, τ is regularly varying with index α. Hence the desired651
tightness in p-variation is a consequence of [12, Theorem 6.2]. This completes the652
proof.653
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6. Discussion and outlook. In this paper, we designed a conceptually new654
method, based on homogenisation theory, for numerically simulating SDEs driven655
by Lévy noise. Rather than employing a direct form of discretisation of the SDE656
using Taylor-expansion as done in Euler-Maruyama type discretisations, we view a657
continuous-time SDE as a limit of deterministic fast-slow maps. This is achieved by658
applying statistical limit theorems to judiciously chosen observables of intermittent659
Pomeau-Manneville maps. In particular, we used the intermittent Thaler map for660
which calculations can be done analytically. Using an induced version of the Thaler661
map, we deterministically generated stable laws and the associated Lévy processes662
for any user-specified parameters α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1,∞), η and β. For the numerical663
approximation of SDEs driven by Lévy processes with α ∈ (1, 2), we considered limits664
of suitable fast-slow maps where the fast dynamics is a non-induced Thaler map.665
We provide rigorous proofs employing recent statistical limit laws and deterministic666
homogenisation theory for the convergence of our methods.667
Our method is particularly designed to deal with Marcus SDEs with non-Lipschitz668
drift and diffusion terms. We showed in numerical examples that our approach is able669
to reproduce the statistics of α-stable laws and α-stable Lévy processes as well as of670
SDEs. Moreover, going beyond the theory, our numerical treatment of Marcus SDEs671
was able to reproduce the stationary density as well as capture temporal statistics in672
the form of the auto-correlation function. In our numerical examples we considered673
one-dimensional Marcus SDEs with multiplicative noise that is exact in the sense674
that a change of coordinates leads to an additive noise structure for the transformed675
SDE. Our second example showed that although additive noise SDEs are in principle676
amenable to Euler-Maruyama type discretisations, this may lead to false results when677
there are natural boundaries. The usefulness of our fast-slow map approximation will678
be even more evident in the setting of multi-dimensional Marcus SDEs with non-679
Lipschitz drift and diffusion terms, where typically a change of coordinates cannot680
lead to a transformed system with additive noise structure, making Euler-Maruyama681
discretisations much less straightforward.682
Our strategy to approximate SDEs by deterministic fast-slow maps is not re-683
stricted to SDEs driven by Lévy noise. Unbounded increments also occur for SDEs684
driven by Brownian motion and non-Lipschitz drift and diffusion terms similarly pose685
well known limitations for traditional discretisation schemes. Homogenisation theory686
for deterministic fast-slow systems with strongly chaotic dynamics leading to SDEs on687
the diffusive time scale driven by Brownian motion is well developed [19, 20, 29, 45, 13]688
and can be applied along the lines pursued here. The equivalent of the Marcus integral689
for SDEs driven by Brownian motion is the Stratonovich integral, preserving classi-690
cal calculus. However, in the case of Brownian motion, the fast-slow maps typically691
generate corrections to the drift terms which are neither Itô nor Stratonovich (see for692
example [26, 54, 29, 45, 24]). In principle, these additional terms could be accounted693
for by introducing modified drift terms in the fast-slow map, but such terms involve694
correlation functions and would require computationally costly estimations. Hence,695
the power of our approach which uses analytic calculations when designing the ap-696
propriate fast-slow maps, really lies within the realm of SDEs driven by Lévy noise.697
698
The computational cost of our method depends on the value of ε required for699
sufficient convergence: to evolve the dynamics to time t = 1 n = 1/ε iterations of the700
map are required. This is to be compared with the Euler-Maruyama method which701
requires n = 1/∆t iterations. What time step ∆t or what value of ε would be neces-702
sary depends on the SDE under consideration. Currently our theory does not provide703
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convergence rates which would allow to better assess the required computational cost.704
The numerical examples provided in Section 4.2 and 4.3, however, are promising.705
706
We make a final remark on the general approach taken in this work of unravelling707
a stochastic differential equation into a deterministic multi-scale system, which may708
seem counter-intuitive to the scientist who views SDEs as reduced systems of complex709
multi-scale deterministic systems. By passing from deterministic multi-scale dynamics710
to an SDE representing the slow variables, modellers gain (amongst other things)711
the numerical advantage of avoiding to have to deal with resolving stiff multi-scale712
dynamics and hence needing to apply prohibitively small time steps. This has been one713
of the many reasons to resort to stochastic parameterisations as applied in molecular714
dynamics and in climate science [48, 28]. Here we go in the opposite direction. The715
issue of stiffness, however, does not arise as we work directly within the framework716
of maps whereas modellers consider continuous time multi-scale systems which must717
then be discretised with all the associated numerical issues.718
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